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INTRODUCTION

The process of implementing or updating the security architecture of a network is difficult or even impossible 
to navigate because of the rapidly changing nature of information technology and cyber threats. Networks 
are evolving at a rapid pace with the introduction of cloud computing and adoption of bring-your-own-
device (BYOD) practices. Furthermore, traditional network security models have proven ineffective against 
sophisticated malware, advanced persistent threats (APTs), and blended threats. High-profile examples such 
as the Target data breach, which resulted in the loss of over 100 million user records, and breaches at large 
multinational technology companies such as eBay and Adobe underscore the potential risk and implications 
associated with inadequate network defenses.

In an attempt to address each new threat vector, emerging technology, and regulatory requirement, businesses 
have invested in a number of discrete solutions, each designed to address a specific security need. However, 
by investing in several point products, businesses are finding the process to maintain these solutions to be 
unmanageable. After initial deployment and configuration, the IT organization is still responsible for managing, 
monitoring, and tuning solutions. Furthermore, a set of loosely integrated security devices and applications make 
it difficult for IT organizations to identify threats as they are unable to correlate distinct security events, alerts, 
logs, and reports.

IT organizations are challenged to address these issues with limited budgets and finite resources. Many businesses 
are turning to managed security services (MSS) as a means of addressing the complexity and difficulty associated 
with deploying and managing multiple-point security solutions. MSS can help customers solve these challenges, 
but, ideally, these services should be built on a platform that offers the functionality of leading security point 
products and combines correlation and intelligence into a single, integrated, and centrally managed framework.

THE CURRENT STATE OF THE NETWORK SECURITY INDUSTRY

IT organizations and network security teams are challenged to adapt to a number of constantly changing 
variables, including evolving threats, changing regulatory standards, and emerging technologies. These broad 
technology and security trends disrupt traditional network security models. 

Enterprise Networks Adapt to Incorporate Emerging Technologies 

Enterprise networks, applications, and end-user devices have evolved at a rapid pace in recent years. Emerging 
technologies and practices such as Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD), social media, smartphones, virtualization, 
and cloud services have significantly complicated the process of securing enterprise network and sensitive 
data. The 2013 Global Information Security Wokforce Study conducted by Frost & Sullivan and (ISC)² revealed that 
of 12,396 respondents, 78% of respondents ranked employee- and partner-owned mobile devices as a top 
security concern.1 In most cases, employees who are issued company laptops or smartphones are poorly 
educated, if at all, on the proper safeguards for maintaining a satisfactory device security posture. Even simple 
instructions, such as keeping the device in a safe and secure location and updating the device’s anti-virus and 
operating system with the latest signatures and patches, respectively, are often overlooked.

As a result, the IT organization has lost significant control over data storage, processing, and movement practices. 
Employees who work from home, on the road, or at other remote locations are constantly moving data in and 
out of the organization via laptops, thumb drives, and smartphones.  Additionally, employees are increasingly using 
cloud services with or without corporate approval for storage and other uses. The use of cloud services called 
“shadow IT” and BYOD practices effectively retard the IT organization’s ability to secure sensitive data. 

1 2013 Global Information Security Workforce Study, (ISC)² and Frost & Sullivan, February 2013
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Similarly, social media applications are increasingly leveraged by hackers as a means of spreading malware and 
launching phishing attacks, as well as a potential avenue for data loss.2  While the (ISC)² study showed that 42% 
of respondents rated social media as a top concern or high concern, 25% of organizations were not addressing 
this threat vector in 2013, as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: How Businesses are Addressing Social Media, 2013
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Source: Frost & Sullivan

Security solutions that are unable to support emerging technologies like smartphones and cloud services do not 
provide adequate protection against modern threats.

Ever Evolving Security Threats Challenge Existing Security Solutions

Threat actors and malware authors are increasingly successful in their attempts to circumvent traditional 
network security solutions that were not designed for modern networking environments. However, the profile 
of threat actors and malware authors has changed drastically as well. Threat actors are now highly motivated, 
skilled, coordinated, and well-funded. Hackers are no longer exclusively motivated by attention, fame, and 
recognition. Instead, threat actors increasingly pursue opportunities and targets that hold potential for financial 
profit, such as stealing sensitive customer data or valuable intellectual property. Many entrepreneurial hackers 
and hacker groups now offer their services to companies, nation-states, and criminal organizations that seek to 
conduct cyber warfare, theft, espionage, or activism against specific targets. 

Threat actors are increasingly leveraging specialized tactics tailored for particular targets. APTs and advanced 
malware have proven to be extremely effective at penetrating enterprise networks while avoiding detection. 
The most successful APTs leverage “zero-day” vulnerabilities that are unknown to security companies and 
software vendors. 

As a result, the discovery and exploit of software flaws has become big business, with vendors and criminal 
organizations offering significant rewards for the reporting of new vulnerabilities. For example, the National 
Vulnerability Database now tracks over 61,000 known vulnerabilities and the list continues to grow. Targeted 
attacks that leverage zero-day vulnerabilities go unnoticed by most conventional security systems, since they 
lack the ability to proactively track and respond to developing threats.

Security solutions that rely on known threat signatures to detect attacks are limited in their ability to address 
zero-day attacks. Enterprise networks will continue to face massive malware, spam, and phishing attacks, but 
must also be able to defend against advanced threats.

New Regulatory Standards Require Ongoing Security Investments

Continued data breaches can have an impact on companies, stakeholders, customers, industries, and entire 
economies. Therefore, national, state, and industry governing bodies are instituting more specific and 
demanding regulations that require businesses to make investments in security solutions and practices to 

2 Understanding and Mitigating Business Risk of Social Media in the Workplace, Stratecast, March 14, 2014, 
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protect customer and stakeholder data. Organizations are already subject to federal laws designed to ensure 
that an individual’s private data is protected, such as the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) and Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX). 

Many regulations affect organizations across a wide range of vertical markets. For example, the Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS), which is designed to “help organizations ensure the safe handling of 
cardholder information,” applies to any organization that processes or stores payment cardholder data. PCI-DSS 
continues to add new specifications on a regular basis with the goal of improving the data security process and 
enabling businesses to better detect and respond to threats. 

Also, recent legislation is designed to provide additional incentive for the deployment of adequate network 
security measures. For example, the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) 
Act defines four tiers of violations and enumerates fines up to $1.5 million. In total, these regulations define a 
much higher level of security than previously demanded and require the implementation of security solutions 
that are not considered basic, such as data leakage prevention (DLP), content filtering, and intrusion prevention 
systems (IPS). Failure to meet these requirements can be costly; organizations that do not comply are subject 
to financial penalties. 

MAJOR SECURITY CHALLENGES

When protecting data, networks, and devices, every IT organization is faced with the same set of challenges: 
understanding the nature of the threat, implementing and managing a security infrastructure capable of protecting 
against these threats, and managing the budget and resources necessary to keep the network security system 
operating seamlessly. This is a time-consuming and resource-intensive process. For many organizations, the 
traditional security model of purchasing and deploying a point product to address each security or regulatory 
requirement is simply not feasible or effective for a number of reasons. 

Lack of  Integration Between Systems Reduces Security Efficacy and Increases Effort

Security solutions are not mutually exclusive in their purpose or functionality. Therefore, an investment in 
multiple solutions is typically recommended to provide a layered security strategy. Layered security relies on 
the use of multiple point products to increase the likelihood of detecting a particular threat that is able to avoid 
detection by any one product alone. 

However, neither point products nor a layered security strategy are able to provide seamless protection in 
today’s changing threat landscape. Traditional security devices are limited in their ability to share security data 
with other solutions because they were designed to address specific threats or attack vectors. Point products 
that are not designed to share and correlate data keep important security information in disparate data silos. 
Stove-piped security data only serves to provide passive information about an event that has already taken place 
and forces organizations to react to threats instead of prevent data breaches. 

Integration and correlation of security event data from multiple security technologies is necessary to detect 
blended, advanced, or sophisticated threats. Manual integration of point security solutions can be difficult due to 
compatibility issues between equipment from multiple vendors. Alert formats often differ among solutions, and 
different devices require management from separate consoles. A lack of integration diminishes security efficacy 
and leads to operational challenges.
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New Threats Evade Traditional Detection Techniques

Threat actors are continually updating their skill sets with advanced and stealthy network intrusion techniques, 
and developing malware that exploits never-before-seen vulnerabilities. Security products that rely on signatures 
based on known attacks, vulnerabilities, and malware variants cannot stop attacks that are based on zero-day 
vulnerabilities. Additionally, threat actors may utilize blended attacks or stealthy attacks that do not trigger 
detection systems. The ability to detect APTs, advanced malware, and blended attacks requires integration and 
correlation of security event information from a number of threat detection and data collection mechanisms. 
These distinct security events provide the clues and indicators of an attempted network intrusion. 

Many point products provide behavior-based detection to supplement or replace signature-based detection 
systems. However, behavior-based functionality found in point products is often limited to a point in time, a 
network segment, a network layer, geographical region, or device type. 

Lack of  Expertise, Resources, and Budget

Many organizations are skeptical of investing significant resources into security devices due to budgetary 
priorities. Enterprise network security devices can cost tens of thousands of dollars. High-end or advanced 
network security solutions can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. Small organizations, in particular, simply 
cannot afford all of the pieces required to complete an effective security infrastructure. 

IT organizations are also wary of investing resources into additional appliances when they already have security 
products such as firewalls and IPS appliances deployed within their network. Businesses that are interested in 
adding new security solutions must be careful to select solutions that will be able to integrate and interoperate 
with existing deployed solutions. More importantly, given the rapid rate of technical change in the network 
security industry, businesses want to know that their investments will stop future threats without the need for 
additional point products. 

Companies today are faced with a very difficult trade-off. Most have already invested a significant amount 
of resources to achieve their current level of security posture, and any changes to their existing security 
infrastructure could result in help desk calls, complaints, and diminished productivity. In addition to the cost of 
new equipment, businesses must account for the cost of training employees to manage new solutions or hiring 
new staff. The costs associated with implementing an effective and complete security infrastructure can be 
steep, but organizations face catastrophic damages associated with lost intellectual property, regulatory fines, 
and legal action resulting from a data breach. 

SOLVING KEY ENTERPRISE NETWORK SECURITY CHALLENGES WITH 
ADVANCED, INTEGRATED, AND MANAGED SECURITY SOLUTIONS

The point product security strategy has been hampered by challenges of complexity, lack of security efficacy, 
and high costs. Many organizations now recognize the need for a solution capable of detecting sophisticated 
and advanced threats as well as mass distributed and commoditized malware. In order to address the challenges 
associated with traditional network security models, an enterprise network security solution should provide 
an integrated architecture of advanced detection technologies. Ideally, the solution should operate both as 
a full, stand-alone replacement to traditional network security solutions or as a complementary overlay to 
existing security product deployments.  Also, an enterprise network security platform should offer the ability to 
integrate additional functionality in order to adapt to changing technologies and threats. 
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Managed security services represent an effective strategy to supplement a lack of in-house expertise or internal 
resources. However, managed security services should be based on a purpose-built extensible platform that 
incorporates and integrates essential security applications into a single system by architectural design, with 
centralized administration, operation, and reporting. 

MASERGY SECURITY AS A SERVICE SOLVES KEY SECURITY CHALLENGES

Masergy Security as a Service offers comprehensive risk management services built on the company’s patented 
Unified Enterprise Security (UES) platform. Masergy Security as a Service offers the flexibility to choose between 
24x7 Managed Security Monitoring Services or on-demand services, and a choice between centrally managed or 
co-managed services based on outsourcing requirements at any point in time. 

Masergy enables an enterprise organization to cost-effectively allocate internal resources, while outsourcing 
network security requirements based on demand or priority.  The on-demand service provides an economical 
and flexible way to augment a company’s IT security staff –whether for off-hours, holidays, or customized 
timeframes based on peak security requirements. This service can effectively improve security efficacy and 
operational efficiency by eliminating improperly configured or unmonitored security systems and reducing 
training costs associated with learning new systems or training new personnel. 

Additionally, Masergy offers a full range of security consulting and professional services, including regulatory 
compliance auditing, penetration testing, vulnerability assessment, security practices and policy development, 
and implementation. 

MASERGY UNIFIED ENTERPRISE SECURITY (UES) PROVIDES INTEGRATION 
AND COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION 

The Masergy Security as a Service offering is built on the company’s extensible UES platform. The Masergy 
UES features an integrated, extensible architectural approach to identify and stop threats across an enterprise 
environment. The extensible nature of UES allows Masergy to integrate and correlate data from many security 
technologies, including firewall, security information event management (SIEM), IPS, and network behavioral 
analysis. Key components of the Masergy UES solution are shown in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2: Masergy UES–Integrated Architecture Featuring Advanced Security Technology
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The integrated architecture of the UES platform security allows peer-level sharing of data between subsystems 
that improves security efficacy compared to a security infrastructure built on multiple point products. The 
UES architecture includes security solutions for private cloud, public cloud, or hybrid cloud environments, 
which enables businesses to unify security policies across any combination of premises-based, virtual, and 
cloud networks. 

Masergy UES can overlay and complement the existing network security infrastructure, which allows businesses 
to leverage existing security investments. Additionally, the modular design allows businesses to mix and match 
applications and add new modules incrementally over time – enabling a company’s security solution to cost-
effectively scale to meet future business needs.

The Masergy UES solution differs from traditional network security solutions in a number of ways. The solution:

• Uses raw packet data, which provides more data for analysis than log files;

• Analyzes and provides continued correlation of data feeds (e.g., from packet data analysis, IPS alerts, 
vulnerabilities, logs, and policy violations) that can be tracked over time;

• Analyzes data over longer periods of time (up to two years), as opposed to limited real-time snapshots;

• Provides a learned intelligence capability in order to predict behaviors and track developing threats;
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• Provides an ability to adapt to an individual network over time without human intervention; and 

• Uses meta data to detect hidden network patterns within normal network traffic to find stealth 
communication channels used by modern-day APTs and advanced malware.

UES AND ADVANCED SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES 

The ability to detect known and unknown threats requires a blend of detection capabilities, advanced security 
technologies, and correlation engines working in unison. Masergy UES utilizes patented network behavior 
analysis, IPS, vulnerability management, SIEM, firewall management, and network access control. 

Patented Network Behavioral Analysis

At the heart of the UES solution is an adaptive, predictive behavior analysis and correlation engine called the 
Behavioral Correlation Module™ (BCM). The BCM is designed to capture, retain, and analyze packet-level 
network traffic. This data-rich information can be shared with and between all applications, which allows the 
UES solution to correlate an extensive range of data to identify threats, suspicious traffic, reconnaissance activity, 
APTs, and zero-day attacks. The BCM identifies and tracks network traffic and packet behaviors over long 
periods of time and automatically sends out alerts for deviations from normal behavior. 

This network behavior analysis engine also guards against threats from within, providing alerts for resource 
violations, abuse of privileges and misuse of corporate assets. The behavioral analytics employ raw packet data 
through layer 5, detecting early threat activity and maintaining alert logs and behavioral profile information–
enabling continuous monitoring of current attacks through the use of historical data. 

The BCM utilizes patent-pending Emergent Behavior Detection Technology to detect anomalous activity as 
well as predict future network traffic patterns. Masergy’s Emergent Behavior Detection Technology identifies 
unknown behaviors in network traffic using meta-data. True behavioral analysis uses adaptive learning to 
understand the behaviors of a network detected when this traffic deviates from what is considered normal. 
For example, the BCM uses thresholds, system usage, protocol analysis, deep packet inspection, and detailed 
statistics on network usage.

Masergy’s emergent behavior detection technology uses advanced analysis technologies, including isomorphic 
connectivity patterns in state spaces, evolutionary combinatorial optimization, and particle swarm optimization 
to find the high-level network activities that emerge from complex systems operating within defined rule sets. 
This provides a higher level set of meta-data that can be used to find unusual or altered operations of lower-
level systems, allowing detection of very low-level activities that are the indicators of an APT. Figure 3 below 
illustrates the process that Masergy uses to identify APTs. 
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Figure 3: Masergy APT Detection Methodology

Source: Masergy

Intrusion Detection and Prevention

This security feature utilizes an intelligent packet inspection and capture system that performs signature intrusion 
detection and selects suspicious packets for further behavior analysis. By employing signature IPS technology, 
deep-packet inspection of layers 1–7 and tunable signatures on a 24x7 basis, this module provides automatic 
alert analysis and correlation, as well as alert escalation and prioritization, and detection of unauthorized access 
to network resources. The Masergy IPS provides countermeasures for denial-of-service attacks, termination of 
attack sessions, probe prevention, customizable signatures, and global threat correlation. 

Vulnerability Management

The Masergy vulnerability management feature provides the full benefit of regular security scans that are integrated 
and correlated with data and alerts from other UES modules. The Vulnerability Scanner Module’s extensive 
reporting includes individual vulnerability reports for each device, with associated risk levels (informational, low, 
high, and severe) and appropriate links to remediation steps. This module also includes: 

• Summary and management reports for easier risk mitigation;

• On-Demand Scanning options ranging from limited port scans to full port scans that look for all known 
vulnerabilities and potential risk areas;

• A Scan Scheduler with customizable scanning options for immediate, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and 
annual scans; and

• A Private Customer Web Portal that allows customers to view alerts, scans, and run reports in real time.
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Security Information Event Management

The Firewall/Syslog Module (FSM) provides real-time, rules-based log analysis for most firewalls, servers, 
applications and other devices. The FSM captures and analyzes logs, and provides integration with firewalls 
and other network devices for session blocking and so that users can co-manage and continuously monitor 
their organization’s firewall environment. Integration with commercial firewalls allows for blocking by signature, 
behavioral and log alerts, and policy violations, on demand or automatically. Furthermore, the FSM: 

• Is fully integrated with the UES monitoring console and all other UES subsystem data;

• Provides custom reports to meet audit requirements;

• Can match multiple rules based on Boolean logic, time and frequency;

• Supports 8 Terabyte network-attached storage (NAS) or external archival of data;

• Provides backup support for the external system; and

• Supports up to 5,000 log sources per FSM.

Network Access and Policy Monitoring

The Network Security Zones™ (NSZ) module defines secure boundaries for managing and monitoring access 
to information and applications across multiple systems and disciplines–simultaneously delivering unimpeded 
online services to employees, customers, and suppliers. Simply put, the NSZ system defines what an individual 
can access within the network, at what time and from which location. Any violation of established boundaries 
will generate an unauthorized access alert. The NSZ system also supports DHCP environments where  
tracking individual users or hosts independent of their IP addresses is necessary. The NSZ system protects 
against various network intrusions and illicit access, whether from inside or out. In addition, the system handles 
security and access for remote and mobile workers with drag-and-drop simplicity.

Unified Administration, Monitoring and Reporting

The Master Control Unit (MCU) module is a browser-based monitoring console, signature server, cluster 
manager and Web server that offers plug-and-play installation and provides centralized administration for all 
security applications and UES modules. The MCU contains the custom Web portal that houses all the reports 
and graphs for the appliance suite, including the security dashboard, intrusion detection, and vulnerability 
scanning reports. Masergy Security as a Service can also be provisioned through the MCU for thorough and 
economical risk management on-demand.

Threat Intelligence Dashboard

The Security Dashboard Module (SDM) provides immediate single-source access to all threat data, including an 
intuitive, instant view of prioritized security threats and the underlying data that created them. SDM correlates 
data and prioritizes security threats from multiple security, network and server sources, including behavioral 
alerts from packet data analysis, signature IPS alerts, vendor threats, global threats and vulnerability scans against 
assets. The SDM instantly identifies the most critical global, network, vulnerability and vendor threats, determines 
the best path for remediation, and gathers the data for forensic reporting. Because of its extensible architectural 
design, the SDM requires no tuning or correlation rules. This means that time is not wasted attempting to 
integrate complex SIEM software with third-party security products or implementing, updating, and maintaining 
multitudes of SIEM correlation rules.
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Frost & Sullivan 
The Last Word

For a growing number of organizations plagued by continuing security issues, the answer to the high 
cost, complexity and uncertainty surrounding network security is a managed security service built on a 
unified, behavioral-based security architecture that is integrated, modular, and centrally managed. These 
capabilities are inherent in the Unified Enterprise Security solution provided by the Masergy Security 
as a Service. 

Enterprise organizations can use the Masergy Security as a Service to execute a comprehensive and 
cost-effective strategy for their existing and future network security needs. Masergy Security as a 
Service provides full and turn-key access to the advanced UES solution that provides the ability to:

• Enable intelligent, adaptive information-sharing between security applications and appliances, 
whether applications are new or part of company’s existing security investment;

• Deliver actionable information and long-term context to threats, enabling early warnings of 
threats that other products cannot see, as well as reducing “the noise” associated with too 
many alerts;

• Provide regulatory compliance for all market segments from small businesses to large enterprise 
organizations–alleviating the complex and resource-dependent business risk associated with 
storing, processing, and transmitting critical user data; and 

• Focus on critical security efficiencies in order to maximize IT security staffing and provide the 
lowest cost of ownership for a solution of its kind.

Based on this analysis, Frost & Sullivan believes that Masergy offers a solution that is well positioned to 
address the growing security needs of IT organizations. A combination of advanced security capabilities 
and integration are critical factors to consider when looking at a security product portfolio, and 
Masergy offers a compelling set of integrated network security technologies and services. 

CHRIS RODRIGUEZ 
Senior Industry Analyst – Information & Network Security 
Frost & Sullivan 
chris.rodriguez@frost.com
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